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WM( AND SKINNER:

entl

xrIons A:1D s BEDFELIMS*

sociologis s have placed increased emphasis upon soci1

strucr-urc or social situar an overridinv, causal factor in explain-

g discrin :don -1d prejudice (S hermerhorn, 1970:6-7 -Yan den Berghe,

1967:20). This e- cemualization of institutional racism is joined to

a critique of Che mere t- ditional psychological or social Psychological

explanations for prejudice and dis rimination which tend to character ze

these phenomena as a result of some form of Psychopathology. In

developing this revisionist posture in race relations itmould apnear

that sociologists are "heeding Skinne all" for the deVelonment of

a social technology. For, as Donald Tarter (1973:155) observes,

When sociologists assume behavior can be better explained by
references to siruational definitions, attitudes, status
perceptions, or any of the host of other hypothetical
internal constructs they may devise, they are stopping short
in their analysis, and, in the process, fail to press their
investigations toward the all important reinforcement
contingencies in the environment that have Produced these
cognitive states.

As I gill argue, it is environmental rein orcement contingencies that come

to play an every more important role in the structural theory of race

relations The stress on social structure, as opposed to "internal

constructs " is not the only foundation for the revisionist Position,

there is also a response to a call from Karl Marx.

The contention that discrimination and prejudice are most oft

rational acts and attitudes of nvschologicallv normal people is combined

with the Mhrxist view of race relations as relatiots of c nflict. Dominant

and subor inate groups a 0 locked in a conflict over a finite sunnly

of societal mods, (Wilson. 1973 41; Yetmon and Steele, 1975:4).

* I wish to express rriv appreciation to Pic'iard Schermerh rn, B lisi
and Mike Mend for helnCul comments they mde on a previous draft ol this
naper. 1,cr: course, am fully resPonsible for the papers contents.
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frustrations, or an

jowl]. )'encT:ttc bv d laced sexto

1: structure, but instead, is

2

esult C a realistic conflict of political and economdc interests

(Bernard, 1971). An emphasis on structural variables in race

relations is in conformity with Marxist theory, but the added stress

on conflict places this new sociological orientation more firmly in

the Marxist tradi0 (Horton, 1966). Racial groups are defined as

onflict grot s and racism is conceptualized as an epiphenomenon

ideological tool in the conflict, employed by the dominant group in the

struggle over limited societal goods (Bernard, 1971 and Wilson, 1973:32).

Rae sm and discrimination are dependent variables with the independent

variable being situations or conditions (Schermerhorn 1970:7). The

situation or condition is, at the group level, a relationship between

groups with diff,:ential access to power resources, the dominant racial

group using its superior position to exploit or discriminate against the

subordinate group (Wilson, 1973:41 and Yetman and Steele, 1975:5).

Racism and the very definition of racial groups are an ideological

developments serving to explain or justify the existence and

continuation of dominant-subordiante relations. This is directly within

the Marxist tradition in the analysis of ideological development.

Dworkin and nworkin (1916:00-11) observe that it was the invention of

the cotton gin in the 1790's that made the continuing exploitation of

slaves Profitable and only then did racial preiudice develon to justify

the discriminatory behavior.

Thus, dis rimination and tho consenuent ideological de

racism can be understood in the s nv other behaviors and



attitudes are understood. This places race rela "ons the ry within

a general theory of human behavior, once combining behavioristic

psychology and Marxist theory. Ve might look at a ..imple scheme that

illustrates the relationship between relevant variables and which

outl nes the basic argument of the revisionist position:

Situation or
Condition

(Punishment/Reward)
(Economic )%.--%

(Political)
(Historical)

Discriminati Racism

ice

There is interaction between variables, but the prevailing direction of

causality is from social 'structure to behavior and only then does the

ideology develop to explain or justify the rewarding or deprivation

avoiding behavior.

If we define the situation as the punishment/reward contingencies

of Skinnerian Behaviorism, we can see how the psychology of the above

scheme functions anthe individual level. The basic premis is that

people act in such a way as to seek or neximize rewards and to minimize

or avoid punishment. This is haw "rationality" is defined. Thomas

Pettigrew (1971:130) is referring to this kind of rationality

accounting for peaceful desegregation under certain conditions and

violent reaction in others:

A multiplicity of factors uust be relevant, and
further research is desperately needed to delineate them;
but tentative early work seems to indicate that violence
occurring with desegregation has been surprisingly
'rational'. That is, violence has generally resulted in
localities where pt least some of the authorities give
hints beforehand ..:hat they would gladly return to
segregation if disturbances occured; peaceful integration
has generally followed firm and forceful leadership
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The rationality on the individual level is no different

rationality posited by William Wilson to explain the motivation

development of racial stratification at the societal level, "...Although

differential power provides the basis for a system of racial stratificat140,

group desires to contnol or maximize scarce resources urnisb : :the

motivation for developieg the system and for putting it into operatige

(1973:41; See also Blauner, 1973:21; Oelfand and Lee, 1973:7). This

ew assumes, at the group level, the kind of rationality

behavior that we find in Skinner, but it tends to be devoid of the kind

of analysis which could lead to an understandiRg of the implications of

this theoretical positian. It is evident that autonomous man bas

disappeared at the group level and as we shall see, the revisioni

theory also does away with him at the individual level. In attemP Lg

to show that, at the group and individual level, behavior is rationally

motivated by a strate6 of maximizing reward mad minimizing ptxkishrnt,

the view that discrimination results from psychopathology'or cultural

pathology is contradicted. At the same tine, Skiriners position is

irmed.

TWo types of evidence might be applied in illustrating and

confirming the situation/behavior/attitude relationship as it relates

to race relations. OnE is evidence that disproves the contention

that a,titudes cause behavior. Pierre van den Bghe uses Robert

Merton's paradigm to explain this position when he contends that the

only way to explain the conforming behavior of a prejudiced nondiscriminator

and a nonprejudiced discriminator is in terms of "social detemminism"
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the cost/reward contengencies presented by the situation (van den

Berghe, 1967:20-21). Deutscher (1966:236) and Lipset and Raab

(1971:34) cite Richard La Pierre's classic study of the discontinuity

between stated attitudes and behavior in supporting their contention

that situational factors are important determinants of behavior,

regardless of attitudes. This does not deny that there may be

nonconformity or nonsituational determinants of behavior The

prejudiced discricinator and the nonprejudiced nondiscrinrinator who

act in accordance with their attitudes irregardless of the punishment

or withdrawal of rewards Imposed by the situation would be examples

of this possibility. Yinger (1965:244-266) in attempting to develop

a field theory of prejudice and discrimination has argued that a balanced

theory uust include social psychological variables in addition to the

structural variables suggested by Itrton, Warner and DeFleur (1969:153-169)

in a study of situational constraints upon discriminatory behavior aimed

at testing Yinger's formulations, come to the tentative conclusion that

situational variables and individual tendencies are jointly responsible

for discriminatory behavior, but that situational factors have a

significant act on behavior wilich may contTadict attitudinal

predispositions. This research, although tending to support the

position Chat most behavior is motivated by the mini/max behaviorist

logic of action, cautions us to be aware of nonconforming b

which may be explained by conventional psychological or social

psychological theory.

Another study, not directly involving race relati butvW1

undeniable implications in this area, is StanlyMilgram

uith obedience (1974). Here, subjects were pressured t

erimental situation to admiaister electric shocks to discriminate

7
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against?) a person they thought was suffering fran the Painful shocks.

In this experiment the subject's attitudes abont harming others were

violated NJ-len the situation pressured them into behavior contrary to

their attitudes. Furthermore, there was some evidence that the

subjects were developing attitudes (Post facto) to explain or jus

their behavior (4ilgram, 1974:10). There were those who defied the

experimenter and refused to administer shocks when they realized that

their actions could result in harm to another Person, but the prevailing

behavior was obedient.

Upset and Raab (1971:36-3 ) offer evidence which illustrates the

second approach to the situation/behavior/attitude relationshiptheir

review of relevant researdh includes Deutsch and Collins' study of

integrated housing and Stouffers' work on the integration of the

military. Both studies found a change_ in attitudes following a change

in situation and behavior. Upset and Raab conclude that "The

evidence has demonstrated how both attitudes and bnhavior are affected

by the social frame of reference in which they occur." (1971:38)

In discussing the character of the situation or the "social

frame of reference" lioset and Raab see it as being imbedded in

community practices which "...typically reproduce themselves by force

of custan" (1971:44). They carry their analysis to the Point of

recognizing that 5dhen this pattern of community practice c _es--

whether by law, direct action, or otherwise; whether willingly or

reluctantlythe prevailing nattern of community attitudes will be

likely to change accor Lngly (1971:45). This second type of evidence

therefore leads to the conclusion that morality can be legislated; that
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there is a practical solution to racial discrimination and situational

is basic to this solution. You don't advocate education,

psychoanalysis, or appealsto conscience, but, instead vougske
,

discrimination costly and nondiscrimination rewarding. The good

attitudes will follmr. Mat Upset and Raab fail to do and what the

full blown revisionist position dues. is to.include the dialeqtio

aspect of race relations.

Understanding the foundation of race relati deire

to maximize rewards and min-113147e punishment, the revisionists see the

basic race relations problem) and the basic conflict in the strategy

of the majority group wl-dch makes their mini/max position dependent

upon the continued exploitation of a minority group. We ee

how Killian combines the view that attitudes are sec Firth the

emphasis upon a real stic conflict btwen nal ority and mano

...The racial problem grows pot outpf the soil-ot
indiv-idual pre-judice, but out of the vei-v social
structure itself: No matter how rajah white Americans
may deplore the crlider forms of discrimination
the more obvlous canaequences of Prejudice, they are
not likely to make the sacrifices neededto.
the fact that America is;still a white rwn's soCiety:
The theme of Black Pmer.reflects:the groutng clis-

illusiorunt of Negro Americana with the white tan
willingness to give up his'position of supremacy.
(1968:XV. See also van den Berghe,'1967:145).

On the group level, we have the rational destpaof whites to

an advantageous position and the rational desire of Blacks to alter that

situation. We can see that individuals fit into this relationship in

the same manner as groups, for they come to be constrained by the cost/

eward contingencies of the institutions which define majoritv-minority

relations. There are many factors whi eate change in majority-



minor ty relations, among them are economic, historical, Political,

demographic and technol gical trends, but a most iuortent agent

of cl-Ange is the minority group. Just as the majority is motivated by

its own self interest in nintaining its daminant position, so the

minority is motivated, and acts, under certain conditions

change its situation of subordination. In essence, Killian' a (1968)

description of the Black struggle in America depicts a group hat

learned a lesson that was, in a practical way, related to revisionist

theory. They found that appeals to conscience were not wor

that in the last analysis, it would be Bladk Power, the cartacity to

make discrimination costly (or at the minimum less rewarding), that

would decrease or end discrimination.

If the Black working to end discrimima ion and the white acting

in such a way as ta maintain discrimination (consciously or

unconsciausly) are acting out of similar mativations--the thaviori

motivation of maximizing rewards and udnimiz costs--then

see how the revisionist theory offers a,rather full understanding

race relations and we have indeed taken man "beyond freedom and

dignity" Skinner, 1971). This conclusion would appear to be in

accord with Schermerhorn _ discussion of problems relating to an

emphasis on discrimination in race relations research. He contends

that,

...'Discrimination,' as employed by writers in intergroup
relations, is an invidious, moralistic term; it fastens
a value judgment on the persons engaging-in the
designated acts.. It implies that the people perfanning
such acts are violating a widespread social norm and
that, really, they shouldn't. ane can only applaud
such humanitarian sentiments while remaining puzzled
aver their explanatory value...(197C):7)
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Schermerhorn also notes that minorities are often evaluated as victims,

without due consideration of the potential threat posed by minorities to

majorities (1970:8). In either case, unwarranted evaluations of

behavior are made, which would be invalidated by an understanding of

the social situation. This position is also reflected ia Harold

Baron' a characterization ofmodern institutional racism:

Maintenance of the basic racial controls is now less
dependent upon specific discriminatory decisions. Such
behavior has become so well institutionalized that the
individual generally does not have to exercise a choice
to operate in a racist manner. The rules and procedures
of the large organization have alread prestructured the
choice. The individual only has to conform to the
operating norms of the organization and the institution
will do the discriminating for him. (1969:142-143)

The pressure toward conformity, enforced by socially structured rewar

and punsihments can result in obedient behavior from minority and major

group members.

The minority group member may, because of institutional pressures,

disc iminate against his racial bretheren, so why should this behavi

be evaluated any differently than the rock throwing whites in Boston,

the Southern redneck or the white union member who supports discriminatory

union, (see MIlgram, 1974:6)? We certainly understand the disproportionate

hare of minorities in prison as resulting from situational pressures so

why can't the brutal ghetto cop be understood in the same way? From

the revisionist perspective, they are. For that matter, those who conformed

to the demands of Nazi society and discriminated against Jews are to be

understood in a similarway. Dworkin and Dworkin recognize these

implications of revisionist theory and reject them but the unease is

evident. ii
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The recognition of institutional racism, like organizations
it describes is a double-edged instrument. By contendiog
that the ideology blinds one to the consequences of ones
acts, by contending that the causes of the differential
treatment of minorities are so ingrained in the very fabric
of the society as to be covert and unconscious, is to
argue that: (1) only total societal change is effective
in dealing with the problem - a point which has validity;
but also (2) individuals cannot be held culpable for their
discriminatory behavior and prejudiced attitudes - which
is not correct. To contend that racism iq Principally a
societal problem is to excuse the actions of prejudiced
individuals who are seen merely as victims of the society's
systtm of socialization. (1976:65)

norality and immorality can be the result of social arrangements and

neither evaluations is apropos when an individual is the subject of

stu&y.

In a field like -ace relations, the ural issues are never far

from the scientific surface. I discovered Marx and Skinner in flagrante

delicto while teaching mi_nority group relations and I found myself

confronting my students with the full implications of the theory developed

out of this union. I came to Skinner from a Msrxist orientation. However

innocently I came to the discovery of the implications of the Marx-Skinner

relationship, I have been confronted with the unccaTfortable, even appalliog,

fforal implica ions of Skinn s theory, made even more unc

and appalling when applied to race relations. This theol-y has some

salutary aspects, in that it leads to an understanding of realistic solutions

to racial problems even though the likelihood of theirrealization may be

minimal. There is also a nagging feeling that a realistic look at man

in society may noL ilways yield optimistic results and for the future of

sociology, this may be all for the best. Lewis Killian has presented

this position very well:
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The unwillingness of the sociologist to be a tme
nessimist, or realist--his tendency to drawback.frcm
predicting that no matter what the-merrbers of a societY
may do_things will not turn out all right according.to
whatever standards be cherishesrestricts his:sociological.
imagination in-a number of ways.,...-(1971:233)
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